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Press Release 
 

REGGIANI PRESENTS OUTINE, THE NEW 24VOLT 
ULTRA MINIATURIZED LIGHTING SYSTEM 
 
Extreme flexibility and ultra miniaturization with the new Outline 24V 
system by Reggiani  
 

 

Reggiani expands its product offering with Outline, a new low voltage lighting system 

(24V), ultra miniaturized and suitable for hospitality, residential and retail spaces. 

 

Outline is a system designed to face the continuous need for miniaturized lighting 

products and their structures. Track, projectors, pendants solutions and linear lighting 

fixtures belonging to the system, are therefore distinguished by their dimensions and 

their ability to fit discreetly into any architectural context. 

 

The system includes 24-V track in recessed, surface and pendant configurations, all 

only 11mm wide. A key characteristic of the system is the ability to create different, 

more organic configurations: Outline 24V is also available as a curved option, allowing 

to use the track in a creative way, adapting to architectural details and personalized 

layouts. The 10mm height of the track guarantees cleanliness and simplicity: this 

provides the ability to imitate a recessed effect without complicated ceiling details. 

Outline 24V track is available in 4 different color finishes: embossed matt white, 

embossed matt black, brushed gold and anodized bronze.  

 

Within the Outline system we find a new family of 24V projectors, Yori Outline 24V 

(from 22 to 43mm in diameter), the pendant solution Yori Pendant 24V (from 22 to 

43mm in diameter and three heights, 150mm, 200mm and 400mm), the new 

adjustable linear lighting solution, Incline Outline 24V - Adjustable (in 2 lengths, 

62.5mm and 125mm), and to complete the range, the Linear Outline 24V linear 

module. 
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YORI OUTLINE 24V 

 

The Yori projector is characterized by minimal design and excellent lighting results. 

The 7mm adapter disappears inside the 24V track, in both linear and curved 

configurations. Yori Outline 24V has 5 output options, from 2.5W to 10W, and lens 

options from 8° to 34°. Colour temperatures available are 2700K, 3000K and 4000K. 

CRI>90 assures better lighting performances through better color rendering. 

 

The projector is also available in Zoom version, which allows adjustment of  the beam 

from 7° to 37°. 

 

The Yori Outline projector is available in 11 finishes: embossed matt black, chrome, 

brushed gold, anodized bronze as standard. Yori Outline 24V offers high levels of 

personalization thanks to the wide range of interchangeable accessories (color and 

selective filters, concentric circles etc…). 

 

The Yori Pendant Outline 24V is available both for linear and curved applications. The 

pendant solution keeps the same lighting characteristics and finishing seen in the Yori 

Outline Projector family. 

 

INCLINE OUTLINE 24V - ADJUSTABLE 

 

The Outline  24V system includes the linear solution Incline Outline 24V - Adjustable: 

characterized by high performances, miniaturized sizes, flexibility and complete 

integration, thanks to its adjustability.  Incline Outline 24V – Adjustable represents a 

sound retail lighting solution, especially for shop windows and other architectural 

structures. The 90° adjustability makes it possible to direct the light where it is needed. 

The custom-made optics assure optimal performances with minimal glare (UGR<19). 

The product is available in two wattages, 3W and 6W, and beam angles from 18° to 50°. 

Colour temperatures available are 2700K, 3000K and 4000K. The possibility to add  

magnetic accessories to the product make possible the desired lighting result. 
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LINEAR OUTLINE 24V  

 

Linear Outline 24V - Opal has been conceived as a minimal lighting module: it 

represents a non-intrusive solution and assures comfortable, diffused lighting. Its 

8mm height guarantees complete integration within 24V track. The combination of 

Linear Outline 24V with projectors and pendants allow perfect balance between 

accent and diffused lighting. Linear Outline 24V is available in 3 wattages, 7.4W, 14.5W 

and 21.6W, and three lengths: 674mm, 1174mm and 1674mm. Colour temperatures 

available are 2700K, 3000K and 4000K.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contacts: 
 
Alessio Riva 

Brand Image & Communication Manager 

alessio.r@reggiani.net 
 
Francesca Mariani 

Communication Specialist 
francesca.m@reggiani.net 

 
ABOUT THE COMPANY 
Established in 1957, Reggiani is now an International benchmark in the lighting industry, a community of lighting experts that 
provides its customers with cutting-edge technological solutions with an open, collaborative and problem-solving approach. The 
constant development of innovative products and the expertise gained in over 60 years of activity in the field has outlined an 
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increasingly open exchange with the world of lighting designers and architects, with whom Reggiani has established a relationship 
funded on sharing ideas and best practices and to whom Reggiani provides solutions and support to meet any creative 
requirement. Reggiani has a widespread distribution in 80 Countries worldwide and its offices in Italy, UK, China, France and Russia 
cover an area of 110,000 m2, including areas used for production, offices, showrooms and warehouses.  
 
reggiani.net 
Instagram: @ reggiani_illuminazione 


